PDC
Meeting Minutes 11/29/12

Attendance: Diana Chiabotti, Michael Dow, Karen Larsen; Cliff Zyskowski; Rebecca Scott
Absent: none

1.0 Adoption of Agenda 1 minute
2.0 Public Comment - none

3.0 Discussion/Action Items
3.1 Finalize plan for spring flex day
   Discussed reorganization of flex day, making it faculty/workshop centered
   Need to recruit facilitators for best practice round table sessions
   Discussed the committee’s desire to make spring flex day conference style and
   how that has to be balanced with LOAC’s need for time.
   Reorganized flex day agenda to begin with division meetings and end with
   President’s closing remarks and a social event in the PAC
   Decided to try something different for spring and see how it goes
   KL will send out emails on behalf of the PDC

4.0 Next Meeting Items: TBD, next semester

5.0 Adjourned 1:35